HBHS Hybrid Learning
Schedule Q & A
Link to schedule
When do I go to school in-person?
Students in cohort A attend school on Monday (periods 1-3) and Tuesday (periods 4-6).
Students in cohort B attend school on Thursday (periods 1-3) and Friday (periods 4-6).
Can I switch my cohort?
We cannot accommodate student cohort switches. The exception would be if you have two
students in VPS and they end up in different cohorts, we will then attempt to accommodate
your request. The complexity of balancing classes for the entire school so we have equal
numbers in each cohort’s class so we can safely social distance students while in-person
makes choosing/switching cohorts something we can't accommodate. The move of one
student would create imbalances in 6 classes.
Can I switch from in-person to fully remote or from remote to in-person once I have
made my decision?
We encourage all families to make well thought out decisions regarding their choice to stay
full remote or hybrid instruction. Switching modes of instruction will be discouraged and may
not be an option once we start hybrid learning. This is because our cohorts will be balanced
for student safety and our in-person classrooms have a cap of 15 students per class.
How do I access instruction if I choose to stay fully remote?
Students who choose fully remote will be expected to access their teachers' Canvas Landing
page following the hybrid bell schedule. There they will find links and resources to
asynchronous (independent) and/or synchronous (Zooming) instruction. They will also have
opportunities to connect with teachers between 1:05 -2:05 pm Mon, Tue, Thurs and Fri. At a
minimum all fully remote students will have one live Zoom with each of their teachers, each
week. The amount of live Zoom time will depend on the lesson and standard being taught.
See the “What Happens on Wednesday” question for information about remote learning on
wednesdays.
What do I do on the days my cohort is not in-person?
When students’ cohorts are not in-person, they will be expected to access their teachers'
Canvas Landing page following the hybrid bell schedule. There they will find links and
resources to asynchronous (independent) and/or synchronous (Zooming) instruction. See the
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“What Happens on Wednesday” question for information about remote learning on
wednesdays.
What happens on Wednesday?
Students will not be in-person on Wednesday, but will have dedicated times for each of their
classes to connect with teachers for interventions and enrichments. Students are expected to
log into Canvas for each of their courses on Wednesday. The building will be deep cleaned
on this day between cohorts.
How will student attendance be taken?
Students will need to attend school on their cohort’s in-person days and log into their teachers
Canvas Landing page on their non in-person days.
*** Note if a student is ill and cannot attend in-person school on their designated day they
may access remote instruction by logging into their Teacher’s Canvas Page if they are well
enough to do so. There will be a special designation in their attendance record if this
happens.
Students choosing to stay fully remote may attend Zoom classes, visit Canvas Landing pages
or make direct contact with teachers to be counted as present.
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